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Abstract
We study Bethe vectors of integrable models based on the super-Yangian Y (gl(m|n)). Start-
ing from the super-trace formula, we exhibit recursion relations for these vectors in the
case of Y (gl(2|1)) and Y (gl(1|2)). These recursion relations allow to get explicit expressions
for the Bethe vectors. Using an antimorphism of the super-Yangian Y (gl(m|n)), we also
construct a super-trace formula for dual Bethe vectors, and, for Y (gl(2|1)) and Y (gl(1|2))
super-Yangians, show recursion relations for them. Again, the latter allow us to get explicit
expressions for dual Bethe vectors.
1 Introduction
Algebraic Bethe Ansatz (ABA) is a powerful tool for the calculation of Bethe vectors (BVs) of
integrable models, which allows to access to the correlation functions of these models, through
the calculation of the form factors (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4] and references therein). It has been
successfully applied for models based on gl(2) or its quantum deformation. In that case, one uses
a determinant presentation for the norm and the scalar product of BVs [5, 6] to get an easy-to-
handle expression for the form factors. The latter then can be used to study the thermodynamic
limit of the form factors and get insight on the correlation functions asymptotic behavior [7, 8].
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However for models based on higher rank Lie algebras (or their quantum deformation), much
less is known. Already at the level of BVs, although the ABA was performed long ago [9], few
explicit expressions have been obtained, apart from the scalar product obtained in [10] that
is difficult to handle. Recently, in a series of papers, the case of gl(3) and of its quantum
deformation was successfully studied, starting from explicit forms for BVs [11, 12] and the
calculation of their scalar products [13, 14], up to determinant presentations for form factors
[15]. The case of Bose gas with two internal degrees of freedom was also tackled, again with
explicit expressions for Bethe vectors [16, 17], and determinant presentations of the form factors
[18, 19, 20]. The case of more general Lie algebra (or their quantum deformation) remains to be
done, but some steps have been done towards their resolution, using the current presentation of
these algebras [21]. Note also that a trace formula for BVs is known for the gl(n) [22] that can
be used to deduce more properties of Bethe vectors.
The case of superalgebras is even less rich, apart from a super-trace formula in the gl(m|n)
case [23]. It is rather unfortunate, given their relevance in the study of gauge theories [24, 25,
26], in particular super-Yang-Mills (SYM) theories and AdS/CFT correspondence (see [27] and
references therein). Indeed it is now believed that integrability should play an important role in
SYM theories based on PSL(4|4) [28], and also in its subsectors, such as PSL(2|2) or SL(2|1)
[29]. Moreover, the t-J model, well-known in condensed matter physics, is based on the gl(2|1)
superalgebra [30]. Thus, there is some urge to find explicit representations for the Bethe vectors
for integrable models based on these superalgebras. The aim of this paper is to present explicit
expressions for Bethe vectors of integrable models based on gl(2|1) and gl(1|2).
The method we will be using mimics the one used for the gl(3). Starting from the super-
trace formula, we will deduce some recursion relations obeyed by the BVs. Then, solving these
recursions, we will obtain explicit expressions for BVs. Using different morphisms, we will use
the solution for the Y (gl(2|1)) case to construct solutions for the Y (gl(1|2)) case and also for
the dual BVs.
The plan of our paper follows the lines we mentioned. After reminding some properties of
Yangians Y (gl(m|n)), based on gl(m|n) Lie superalgebras in section 2, we will remind the super-
trace formula for the case of Y (gl(2|1)) and Y (gl(1|2)) in section 3. Then, using the super-trace
formula, we will show in section 4 that the BVs obey a recursion relation. A second recursion
relation will be exhibited in section 5. These recursion relations allow to get explicit formulas for
BVs of Y (gl(2|1)) models (section 7) and then for Y (gl(1|2)) models and for dual BVs (section
8).
2 gl(m|n) rational R-matrices
2.1 Graded vector spaces
We will work with graded vector spaces. We introduce the Z2-grading
[·] : {1, 2, ...,m + n} → {0, 1},
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where [j] = 0 for m of the above integers, while [j] = 1 for the remaining n integers. The basic
vector space will be Cm+n, equipped with a gradation that we will loosely write [·]:
[·] :
{
C
m+n → Z2
ea → [a],
so that the vector space will be noted Cm|n. The elementary matrices of End(Cm|n) will be
graded accordingly [Eij ] = [i] + [j]. The grading is a morphism for the multiplication, so that
[EijEkl] = [Eij] + [Ekl] = [i] + [j] + [k] + [l].
Vectors or matrices that have Z2-grading 0 (resp. 1) will be called even (resp. odd).
The gradation we will be mainly using has the form
[i] =
{
0 , i = 1, 2, ...m ,
1 , i = m+ 1, ...,m + n .
(2.1)
We will call it the distinguished gradation, because it corresponds to the grading associated
to the distinguished Dynkin diagram of gl(m|n), with only one fermionic simple root. Other
gradations can be defined, such as{
[2i− 1] = 1 ,
[2i] = 0 ,
i = 1, 2, ... (2.2)
which leads to a ’grey’ Dynkin diagram where the simple roots are all fermionic. A third example
is given by {
[4i+ 1] = [4i+ 2] = 1 ,
[4i+ 3] = [4i+ 4] = 0 ,
i = 0, 1, 2, ... (2.3)
which leads to an ’alternating’ Dynkin diagram, where the simple roots are alternatively fermio-
nic and bosonic. Hereafter, by [·] we will always understand the distinguished gradation given
by (2.1).
On End(Cm|n) we define a super-trace operator which is graded-cyclic:
str(Eij) = (−1)
[j] δij , str(Eij Ekl) = (−1)
([i]+[j])([k]+[l]) str(Ekl Eij).
We also define a supertransposition
Etij = (−1)
[j][i]+[j]Eji . (2.4)
The graded transposition is compatible with the super-trace: for any matrices A and B
strA = strAt and str(AtBt) = str(AB). (2.5)
Note that the graded transposition is idempotent1 of order 4, not of order 2, a common feature
in superalgebras. Indeed for a matrix A of given grade, we have(
At
)t
= (−1)[A]A. (2.6)
1One could define a transposition (ET )ij = (−1)
[i][j]Eji, which is an antimorphism of order 2. However it does
not obey relation (2.5).
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Tensor products of Cm|n spaces will be also graded:
(I⊗ Eij) · (Ekl ⊗ I) = (−1)
([i]+[j])([k]+[l])Ekl ⊗ Eij.
where I =
∑m+n
i=1 Eii is a unit matrix.
Together with this grading of spaces and tensor products, one defines a graded permutation
operator
P =
m+n∑
i,j=1
(−1)[j]Eij ⊗ Eji
which obeys
P 2 = I⊗ I and P t1t2 = P.
It acts on tensor products of vectors and matrices as:
P ei ⊗ ej = (−1)
[i][j] ej ⊗ ei and P Eij ⊗ Ekl P = (−1)
([i]+[j])([k]+[l])Ekl ⊗ Eij .
2.2 Super-Yangian algebras Y
(
gl(m|n)
)
≡ Y (m|n)
The super-Yangian Y
(
gl(m|n)
)
≡ Y (m|n) is an associative algebra with a unit element 1 gen-
erated by the modes T
(p)
ij , p ∈ Z+ of the universal monodromy matrix
T (u) =
m+n∑
i,j=1
Eij ⊗ Tij(u) = I⊗ 1+
m+n∑
i,j=1
∞∑
p=0
Eij ⊗ T
(p)
ij
( c
u
)p+1
, (2.7)
defined by the RTT relation:
R12(u1, u2)T1(u1)T2(u2) = T2(u2)T1(u1)R12(u1, u2) (2.8)
with R12(u1, u2) = I+ g(u1, u2)P12 and g(u, v) =
c
u− v
, (2.9)
where c is a constant. We will loosely say that the series Tij(u) belongs to the super-Yangian,
although strictly speaking they belong to Y (m|n)[[u−1]]. The relation (2.8) is written in the
tensor product End(Cm|n)⊗End(Cm|n)⊗Y (m|n)[[u−1]], and the indices indicate which copy of
End(Cm|n) the operators belong to.
The Z2-grading [·] is extended to the super-Yangian through
[Tij(u)] = [T
(p)
ij ] = [i] + [j] , ∀u ∈ C , ∀p ∈ Z+ .
As for matrices, generators that have Z2-grading 0 (resp. 1) will be called even (resp. odd).
Relations between these generators are given below, but let us first stress that, because of the
graded tensor product, the order in the tensor product matters. Indeed, for instance T (u) Ekl =∑m+n
i=1 (−1)
([i]+[k])([k]+[l])Eil ⊗ Tik(u) while for T˜ (u) =
∑m+n
i,j=1 Tij(u) ⊗ Eij, one has T˜ (u) Ekl =∑m+n
i=1 Tik(u)⊗ Eil.
The R-matrix (2.9) is unitary and symmetric:
R21(u2, u1)R12(u1, u2) = f(u1, u2) f(u2, u1) I⊗ I , (2.10)
R21(u1, u2) = P R12(u1, u2)P = R12(u1, u2) = R12(u1, u2)
t1t2 , (2.11)
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where f(u, v) = 1 + g(u, v).
Projecting the relation (2.8), one gets the commutation relations for the super-Yangian
Y (m|n):
[Tij(z) , Tkl(w)} = (−1)
[l]([i]+[j])+[i][j] g(z, w)
(
Til(z)Tkj(w) − Til(w)Tkj(z)
)
, (2.12)
where we have introduced the graded commutator
[Tij(z) , Tkl(w)} = Tij(z)Tkl(w)− (−1)
([i]+[j])([k]+[l]) Tkl(w)Tij(z).
When n = 0 we recover the Yangian based on gl(m).
Remark that the monodromy matrix T (u) is globally even, because the Z2-grading of Eij is
the same as the one of Tij(u). The same is true for the R-matrix.
Note that, by definition, the commutator is graded anti-symmetric:
[Tij(z) , Tkl(w)} = −(−1)
([i]+[j])([k]+[l]) [Tkl(w) , Tij(z)}, (2.13)
which implies in particular that
[Tij(z) , Tkl(w)} = (−1)
[i]([k]+[l])+[k][l] g(z, w)
(
Tkj(w)Til(z) − Tkj(z)Til(w)
)
. (2.14)
The graded transfer matrix is defined as
t(w) = strT (w) =
m+n∑
j=1
(−1)[j] Tjj(w). (2.15)
It defines an integrable system, due to the relation [t(z) , t(w)] = 0.
Evaluation map and subalgebras of Y (m|n)
The generators T
(0)
i,j , i, j = 1, 2, ...,m + n, form a Lie superalgebra gl(m|n) with commutation
relations
[T
(0)
ij , T
(0)
kl } = (−1)
[i]([k]+[l])+[k][l]
(
T
(0)
kj δil − δkj T
(0)
il
)
.
They act naturally on the monodromy matrix:
[T
(0)
ij , Tkl(z)} = (−1)
[i]([k]+[l])+[k][l]
(
Tkj(z) δil − δkj Til(z)
)
.
In fact, as for the Yangian Y (gl(m)), there exists an evaluation morphism from Y (m|n) to
the Lie superalgebra gl(m|n):
ev :

Y (m|n) → gl(m|n)
T (u) → I⊗ 1+
c
u
m+n∑
i,j=1
Eij ⊗ eij
where eij ∈ gl(m|n),
where the gl(m|n) generators eij just corresponds to the so-called zero modes T
(0)
ij . The latter
are a symmetry of the integrable model described by the transfer matrix: [T
(0)
ij , t(z)] = 0.
As far as subalgebras are concerned, the generators Tij(u), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m (resp. m + 1 ≤
i, j ≤ m+ n) form a Yangian Y (gl(m)) (resp. Y (gl(n))) subalgebra of Y (m|n). However, they
are not Hopf-subalgebras.
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Shorthand notation used in the paper
To make the presentation easier to read, we will use the following notation throughout the paper.
Sets of parameters will be noted with a bar, such as u¯ = {u1, u2, ..., uℓ}. Let us stress that
these sets will be ordered, due to the Z2-grading. Elements of these sets will have a latin index,
e.g. uj, while subsets will have, as a rule, a roman index, e.g. u¯I. These subsets will come
as partitions of the original set, so that when saying u¯ is divided into u¯I and u¯II, it will mean
u¯I∩ u¯II = ∅ and u¯I∪ u¯II = u¯. There will be one exception to these rules: the subset u¯j = u¯\{uj}.
When considering functions of one or two variables, as λ(z) or f(z, w), the notation λ(u¯) will
mean product of the λ(uj) for each element uj in the set u¯. In the same way, f(u¯II, z) will mean
product of the f(uj , z) for each element uj in the subset u¯II, and f(u¯II, v¯) will mean the double
product of f(uj , vk) factors for each element uj in the subset u¯II and each element in the set v¯.
These rule will also apply to operators that commute at different values of the parameters.
2.3 Representations and morphisms of super-Yangians
Automorphisms of Y (m|n)
The R-matrix and the monodromy matrix being globally even, it is easy to show from (2.8) that
ψ :
T (u) → T t(u)
Tij(u) → (−1)[i] [j]+[i] Tji(u)
is an antimorphism of Y (m|n). (2.16)
We call this antimorphism a transposition map. Let us point out the difference of sign factor
between Etij and ψ(Tij(u)), see (2.4) and (2.16), which ensures that ψ(T (u)) = T
t(u). One can
also check directly that the commutation relations (2.12) are consistent with the relations (for
A and B of definite grading)
ψ
(
[A , B]
)
= −
[
ψ(A) , ψ(B)
]
and ψ(AB) = (−1)[A][B] ψ(B)ψ(A).
As a byproduct, (2.6) shows that the application gr which multiplies any generator by its Z2-
grade
gr : Tij(u) → (−1)
[i]+[j] Tij(u) (2.17)
is an automorphism of the algebra, since gr = ψ ◦ ψ. Another way to see that gr is an
automorphism is to realize that it corresponds to a conjugation
Adω : T (u) → ω T (u)ω
−1 with ω =
m+n∑
k=1
(−1)[k] Ekk.
To construct Bethe vectors we will consider the right representation of the super-Yangian
Y (m|n) generated by a singular vector Ω such that
Tii(u)Ω = λi(u)Ω , Tij(u)Ω = 0 , for i > j . (2.18)
For the dual Bethe vectors we will apply the transposition map ψ (2.16) to obtain the left
representations of super-Yangian Y (m|n) generated by the vector Ω† = ψ(Ω) such that
Ω†Tii(u) = λi(u)Ω
† , Ω†Tij(u) = 0 , for i < j . (2.19)
The transposition maps right highest weight representations into left lowest weight representa-
tions. In that case, the weights of the left- and right- representations will be the same.
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Isomorphism between Y (m|n) and Y (n|m)
We consider now a morphism between Y (m|n) and Y (n|m).
Proposition 2.1. Let Tij(u) be the generators of the Yangian Y (m|n), and T˜ij(u) be the gener-
ators of the Yangian Y (n|m). Let [·] (resp. [˜·]) be the Z2-grading of the Y (m|n) super-Yangian
(resp. Y (n|m) super-Yangian). Then, the following mapping:
ϕ :

Y (m|n) → Y (n|m)
Tij(u) → (−1)[i] [j]+[j]+1 T˜ ı(u)
[j] → [˜j] = [] + 1
(2.20)
where  = m+n+1−j, defines an isomorphism between Y (m|n) and Y (n|m) which is compatible
with the supertrace operation.
Proof: The grading in Y (m|n) is given by [j] = 0 when j ≤ m and [j] = 1 when j > m,
which can be reformulated as [] = 0 when  > n and [] = 1 when  ≤ n. Up to a global shift of
1 modulo 2, [] in Y (m|n) corresponds to [˜j] in Y (n|m). Then, by a direct calculation, starting
from the relation (2.12) in Y (m|n) one gets through ϕ the relation (2.14) for Y (n|m).
In fact any multiplication by (−1)[i] and/or by (−1)[j] will keep the morphism property. We
partially fix this freedom by demanding that the image of strT (u) is strT˜ (u): there remain only
two possibilities, one is given in (2.20), the other one is Tij(u) → (−1)[i] [j]+[i]+1 T˜ ı(u). 
The isomorphism ϕ induces isomorphism between representations of the two super-Yangians.
In that case, the highest weights map as
ϕ : (λ1(u), ..., λm+n(u)) → (λ˜1(u), ..., λ˜m+n(u)) with λ˜j(u) = −λm+n+1−j(u), (2.21)
which just corresponds to the mapping of Tjj(u) generators to T˜(u) ones.
Compositions of morphisms
The different morphisms can be composed, and we get relations among them. We focus on the
morphisms ϕ, ψ and gr, and to clarify the presentation, we fix m and n and call Tij(u) (resp.
T˜ij(u)) the elements of Y (m|n) (resp. Y (n|m)). In the same way, we use the following notation:
Y (m|n)
ϕ
−→ Y (n|m)
ψ l gr g˜r l ψ˜
Y (m|n)
ϕ˜
←− Y (n|m)
(2.22)
In the above diagram, we remind that ϕ, ϕ˜,gr and g˜r are isomorphisms, while ψ and ψ˜ are
antimorphisms, see section 2.3. Then, we have the following.
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Lemma 2.1. We have the following composition rules
ϕ˜ ◦ ϕ = id ; ϕ ◦ ϕ˜ = i˜d ; ψ ◦ ψ = gr ; ψ˜ ◦ ψ˜ = g˜r (2.23)
ψ˜ ◦ ϕ = ϕ ◦ ψ ; ψ ◦ ϕ˜ = ϕ˜ ◦ ψ˜ ; g˜r ◦ ϕ = ϕ ◦ gr ; gr ◦ ϕ˜ = ϕ˜ ◦ g˜r. (2.24)
These rules imply in particular that the diagram (2.22) is commutative.
Proof: Direct calculation, applying the definitions (2.16), (2.20) and (2.17) to Tij(u) or T˜ij(u).

3 Bethe vectors
3.1 Super-trace formula
The generalization of the trace formula for Bethe vectors (introduced by Tarasov and Varchenko
[22]) was given in [23] for super-Yangians and quantum deformations of super-symmetric affine
algebras. In the case of super-Yangians, and specializing to the case of Y (2|1) to simplify the
presentation, it reads
Φa,b(u¯, v¯) =
(−1)b(b+1)/2
H(v¯)
str1···a+b
[
T1(u1) · · · Ta(ua)Ta+1(v1) · · ·Ta+b(vb)R1...a+b
× E
(a+b)
32 · · ·E
(a+1)
32 E
(a)
21 · · ·E
(1)
21
]
Ω (3.1)
=
(−1)b
H(v¯)
str1···a+b
[
T1(u1) · · · Ta(ua)Ta+1(v1) · · · Ta+b(vb)R1...a+b
× E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
]
Ω , (3.2)
H(v¯) =
∏
1≤k<j≤b
h(vj , vk) with h(u, v) =
f(u, v)
g(u, v)
=
u− v + c
c
. (3.3)
where the super-trace str is taken over (a+b) copies of the auxiliary space C2|1, a graded version
of C3, and E
(p)
jk is the elementary matrix Ejk in the p
th copy of the auxiliary space. R1...a+b is
the following product of R-matrices:
R1...a+b = (Ra+1,a . . . Ra+1,1)(Ra+2,a . . . Ra+2,1) · · · (Ra+b,a . . . Ra+b,1)
= (Ra+1,a . . . Ra+b,a)(Ra+1,a−1 . . . Ra+b,a−1) · · · (Ra+1,1 . . . Ra+b,1) (3.4)
where we abbreviated Ra+j,k ≡ Ra+j,k(vj , uk).
Note that the indices a, b in Φa,b(u¯, v¯) indicate that #u¯ = a and #v¯ = b.
Let us stress that since the tensor space is graded, the order of the elementary matrices E
(p)
32
matters, as illustrated in (3.1)-(3.2). In what follows, unless explicitly written, we will use the
’natural order’, namely (E32)
⊗b stands for E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32 . The coefficient (−1)
b/H(v¯) in (3.2)
is for later convenience, see proposition 3.2.
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Ω is the highest weight of the representation. It obeys (2.18) with
λj(z) = 1 +
c
z
λ
(0)
j + o(z
−2) . (3.5)
We give here some simple examples extracted directly from the super-trace formula:
Φa0(u¯, ∅) = T12(u1) · · · T12(ua)Ω (3.6)
Φ0,b(∅, v¯) =
1
H(v¯)
T23(v1) · · · T23(vb)Ω (3.7)
Φ11(u, v) =
(
T12(u)T23(v) + λ2(v) g(v, u)T13(u)
)
Ω (3.8)
Φ12(u, {v1, v2}) = h(v2, v1)
−1 T12(u)T23(v1)T23(v2)Ω (3.9)
+g(v2, v1)T13(u)
(
λ2(v1) g(v1, u)T23(v2)− λ2(v2) g(v2, u)T23(v1)
)
Ω
Φ21(u¯, v) = T12(u1)Φ11(u2, v) + λ2(v) g(v, u1) f(v, u2)T13(u1)Φ1,0(u2, ∅). (3.10)
The following property has been proven in [23] for the super-Yangian Y (m|n). Again, to
simplify the presentation, we just reproduce it for the two specific cases Y (2|1) and Y (1|2).
Proposition 3.1. The BVs Φa,b(u¯, v¯), as defined in (3.2) for the super-Yangian Y (2|1) or in
(4.12) for the super-Yangian Y (1|2) are eigenvectors of the zero-modes T
(0)
jj , j = 1, 2, 3:
T
(0)
11 Φa,b(u¯, v¯) = (λ
(0)
1 − (−1)
[1]a)Φa,b(u¯, v¯) , (3.11)
T
(0)
22 Φa,b(u¯, v¯) = (λ
(0)
2 + (−1)
[2](a− b))Φa,b(u¯, v¯) , (3.12)
T
(0)
33 Φa,b(u¯, v¯) = (λ
(0)
3 + (−1)
[3]b)Φa,b(u¯, v¯) . (3.13)
Moreover, if the Bethe equations
λ2(uj)
λ1(uj)
=
f[1](u¯j , uj)
f[2](uj , u¯j)
1
f[2](v¯, uj)
, j = 1, 2, ..., a , (3.14)
λ3(vj)
λ2(vj)
= f[2](vj , u¯)
f[2](v¯j , vj)
f[3](vj , v¯j)
, j = 1, 2, ..., b , (3.15)
are obeyed, the BVs Φa,b(u¯, v¯) are eigenvectors of the transfer matrix (2.15):
t(z)Φab(u¯, v¯) = τ(z|u¯, v¯)Φab(u¯, v¯) , (3.16)
τ(z|u¯, v¯) = (−1)[1] λ1(z) f[1](u¯, z) + (−1)
[2] λ2(z) f[2](z, u¯)f[2](v¯, z)
+(−1)[3] λ3(z) f[3](z, v¯). (3.17)
The functions f[j](u, v) are defined as
f0(u, v) = 1 + g(u, v) = f(u, v) and f1(u, v) = 1− g(u, v) = f(v, u) . (3.18)
Note that due to the grading, in the Y (2|1) case (resp. Y (1|2) case), the ratio of f functions
in the r.h.s. of the second (resp. first) Bethe equation cancels, and we are left with a free fermion
equation.
Using the super-trace formula, one can show the following symmetry property
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Proposition 3.2. Let σj = σj,j+1 be the transposition between j and j + 1. Then, for the BVs
of Y (2|1), we have
Φa,b(u¯, v¯) = Φa,b(u¯
σj , v¯) and Φa,b(u¯, v¯) = Φa,b(u¯, v¯
σj ) . (3.19)
In the case of Y (m|n), denoting t¯(1), ..., t¯(m+n−1) the sets of Bethe parameters, relation (3.19)
will apply to the any set t¯(j) j = 1, 2, ...m + n− 1, provided one normalizes the super-trace with
H(t¯(m)) .
Proof: We prove the property for σ12 and Y (2|1), but it extends trivially to σj and Y (m|n).
We first write T1(u1)T2(u2) = R
−1
12 T2(u2)T1(u1)R12. Then, iterative use of the Yang–Baxter
equation shows that
R12 R123...a+b = R213...a+bR12. (3.20)
From cyclicity of the super-trace, one gets
Φa,b(u¯, v¯) = (−1)
b(b+1)/2 str1···a+b
[
T2(u2)T1(u1)T3(u3) · · · Ta(ua)Ta+1(v1) · · ·Ta+b(vb)R213...a+b
× E
(a+b)
32 · · ·E
(a+1)
32 E
(a)
21 · · ·E
(3)
21 R12 E
(2)
21 E
(1)
21 R
−1
12
]
Ω. (3.21)
Finally a direct calculation, using the explicit form of the R-matrix, shows that
R12 E
(2)
21 E
(1)
21 R
−1
12 = E
(1)
21 E
(2)
21 . (3.22)
Then, after relabeling of the auxiliary spaces 1 and 2, one recognizes in the right-hand-side
Φa,b(u¯
t1 , v¯), which proves the first relation of proposition 3.2.
The proof of the second relation follows the same lines, the only difference lies in the grade
of E32, which leads to
Ra+1,a+2 E
(a+2)
32 E
(a+1)
32 R
−1
a+1,a+2 = −
f(v2, v1)
f(v1, v2)
E
(a+1)
32 E
(a+2)
32 =
h(v2, v1)
h(v1, v2)
E
(a+1)
32 E
(a+2)
32 . (3.23)
This coefficient cancels the one coming from the normalization factor H(v¯). 
3.2 Comparison with Tarasov–Varchenko trace formula
Starting from [22], and generalizing to the superalgebra case, one would get Bethe vectors defined
as2
Wab(u¯, v¯) = str
(
T1(u1)...Ta(ua)Ta+1(v1)...Ta+b(vb)R1...a+b (E21)
⊗a (E32)
⊗b
)
(3.24)
with
R1...a+b =
→∏
1≤i<j≤a+b
Rji =
 →∏
a+1≤i<j≤a+b
Rji
 R˜1...a+b
 →∏
1≤i<j≤a
Rji
 (3.25)
R˜1...a+b = (Ra+b,a . . . Ra+b,1) · · · (Ra+2,a . . . Ra+2,1)(Ra+1,a . . . Ra+1,1) (3.26)
≡ R1...a,a+b...a+1 (3.27)
2However, be careful that the normalisation of the R-matrix is different in this paper.
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where R1...a+b is defined in (3.4). The form of Wab(u¯, v¯) is different from the one of Φab(u¯, v¯),
given in [23], and reproduced in (3.1). However, we have the following.
Proposition 3.3. In Y (2|1), we have
Wab(u¯, v¯) =
∏
1≤i<j≤a
f(uj, ui)
∏
1≤i<j≤b
g(vj , vi) Φab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) (3.28)
where for any set w¯ = {w1, w2, ..., wb}, we introduced the conjugate one w¯
∗ = {wb, ..., w2, w1}.
Relation (3.28) trivially generalizes to the Y (m|n) case.
Proof: A direct calculation shows that →∏
1≤i<j≤a
Rji
 (E21)⊗a = ∏
1≤i<j≤a
f(uj, ui) (E21)
⊗a.
Now, from the relation
Ta+1(v1)...Ta+b(vb)
 →∏
a+1≤i<j≤a+b
Rji
 =
 →∏
a+1≤i<j≤a+b
Rji
Ta+b(vb)...Ta+1(v1),
the cyclicity property of the super-trace and the property
(E32)
⊗b
 →∏
a+1≤i<j≤a+b
Rji
 = ∏
1≤i<j≤b
f(vj, vi) (E32)
⊗b
we get
Wab(u¯, v¯) =
∏
1≤i<j≤a
f(uj, ui)
∏
1≤i<j≤b
f(vj, vi)
× str
(
T1(u1)...Ta(ua)Ta+b(vb)...Ta+1(v1) R˜1...a+b (E21)
⊗a (E32)
⊗b
)
. (3.29)
Finally, one relabels the spaces a+ 1, ..., a + b into a+ b, ..., a + 1 and the Bethe parameters vj
accordingly. One recovers the formula (3.28) after division by H(v¯). 
4 First recursion formula for Y (2|1) and Y (1|2) BVs
4.1 Y (2|1) case
We focus now on the case of Y (2|1). Recall that the grading is given by [1] = [2] = 0 and [3] = 1.
Proposition 4.1. The Y (2|1) Bethe vectors obey the following recursion relation:
Φab(u¯, v¯) = T12(u1)Φa−1,b(u¯1, v¯)
+
b∑
j=1
λ2(vj) g(vj , u1) f(vj , u¯1)g(v¯j , vj)T13(u1)Φa−1,b−1(u¯1, v¯j), (4.1)
and we recall that u¯1 = u¯ \ {u1}.
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Proof: One extracts the space 1 dependence from the super-trace formula. To do it, we need
the following formulas:
R21(v, u) E
(2)
32 E
(1)
21 = E
(2)
32 E
(1)
21 + g(v, u)E
(1)
31 E
(2)
22 and R21(v, u) E
(2)
32 E
(1)
31 = f(u, v)E
(2)
32 E
(1)
31 .
(4.2)
Applying these relations recursively on the matrices Ra+j,1, j = 1, 2, ..., b, we get
H(v¯)Φab(u¯, v¯) = T12(u1)Φa−1,b(u¯1, v¯)− T13(u1)
b∑
j=1
(−1)b(b−1)/2+jg(vj , u1)
∏
1≤p<j
f(u1, vp)
(4.3)
× str2···a+b
[
T2(u2) · · · Ta+b(vb)R2...a+b E
(a+b)
32 · · ·E
(a+j)
22 · · ·E
(a+1)
32 E
(a)
21 · · ·E
(2)
21
]
Ω
where we have used R1...a+b = R2...a+bRa+1,1 . . . Ra+b,1.
It remains to eliminate the generator E
(a+j)
22 , in the second term of eq. (4.3), which is done
by performing the super-trace on the space a+ j. For such a purpose, one first notes that
Ra+j,k(v, u) E
(a+j)
22 E
(k)
21 = (1 + g(v, u)) E
(a+j)
22 E
(k)
21 . (4.4)
This shows that the elimination of the generator E
(a+j)
22 , will produce a generator T22. To get
rid of this generator, one needs to move it to the right towards Ω, to get a λ2 function. Moving
T22(vj) to the right is done thanks to the commutation relations
3
T22(x)T2k(y) = g(x, y)T2k(x)T22(y) + f(y, x)T2k(y)T22(x). (4.5)
Altogether, this implies that eliminating the generator E
(a+j)
22 (and summation on j = 1, ..., b),
we will get a sum
∑b
ℓ=1 λ2(vℓ)(...). To compute precisely the form of these terms, we will use
the symmetry property 3.2, see below.
First, we compute the term corresponding to λ2(v1). Because of the relations (4.5) and the
order in the product of T ’s in (4.3), it is clear that λ2(v1) can be obtained only through T22(v1),
which in turn means that we need to determine how to get E
(a+1)
22 after E
(a+j)
22 , j = 1, ..., b, goes
through R2...a+b.
We fix j, and look at E
(a+j)
22 . From the relations
Ra+p,q E
(a+p)
32 E
(q)
21 = E
(a+p)
32 E
(q)
21 + g(vp, uq) E
(a+p)
22 E
(q)
31 , 1 ≤ q ≤ a ; j < p ≤ b (4.6)
Ra+j,k E
(a+j)
22 E
(k)
21 = f(vj, uk) E
(a+j)
22 E
(k)
21 , 1 ≤ q ≤ a (4.7)
Ra+p,q E
(a+p)
22 E
(q)
31 = E
(a+p)
22 E
(q)
31 + g(vp, uq) E
(a+p)
32 E
(q)
21 , 1 ≤ q ≤ a ; j < p ≤ b (4.8)
it is clear that E
(a+j)
22 produces terms E
(a+p)
22 with p ≥ j only. It implies that there is only one
way to get E
(a+1)
22 after going through R2...a+b, and we get
f(v1, u¯1) str2···a+bT2(u2) · · · Ta+b(vb) E
(a+1)
22 R2...a,a+2...a+b E
(a+b)
32 · · ·E
(a+2)
32 E
(a)
21 · · ·E
(2)
21 Ω . (4.9)
3Because of the super-trace in space p > a + j with the generator E32, one knows by cyclicity that in Tp(v)
only the generators T2k(v) will matter.
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It remains to perform the super-trace in space a+ 1 and move T22(v1) towards Ω. We obtain
Φab(u¯, v¯) = T12(u1)Φa−1,b(u¯1, v¯)
+T13(u1)λ2(v1)g(v1, u1)f(v1, u¯1)f(v¯1, v1)
H(v¯1)
H(v¯)
Φa−1,b−1(u¯1, v¯1)
+
b∑
ℓ=2
λ2(vℓ)(...), (4.10)
where the dots encode all the terms that contribute to obtain T22(vℓ) on the right.
In the same way, for v¯σ = {vj , v¯j}, we have
Φab(u¯, v¯
σ) = T12(u1)Φa−1,b(u¯1, v¯
σ)
+T13(u1)λ2(vj)g(vj , u1)f(vj, u¯1)f(v¯j , vj)
H(v¯j)
H(v¯σ)
Φa−1,b−1(u¯1, v¯j)
+
∑
ℓ 6=j
λ2(vℓ)(...). (4.11)
But v¯σ is deduced from v¯ from action of the permutation σ = σ12 σ23 . . . σj−2,j−1 σj−1,j so
that from property 3.2, Φab(u¯, v¯
σ) = Φab(u¯, v¯). It remains to compute
H(v¯j)
H(v¯σ)
= h(v¯j , vj)
to get the coefficient of λ2(vj) in the recursion relation. 
4.2 Y (1|2) case
We focus now on the case of Y (1|2). The grading is given by [˜1] = 0 and [˜2] = [˜3] = 1. The
super-trace formula read
Φ˜a,b(u¯, v¯) =
(−1)a
H(u¯)
str1···a+b
[
T˜1(u1) · · · T˜a(ua)T˜a+1(v1) · · · T˜a+b(vb)R1...a+b
× E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
]
Ω , (4.12)
where now E21 is odd while E32 is even. We have put a tilde on BVs to distinguish the Y (1|2)
BVs from the Y (2|1) ones.
Proposition 4.2. The Y (1|2) Bethe vectors obey the following recursion relation:
Φ˜ab(u¯, v¯) = h(u¯1, u1)
−1 T˜12(u1) Φ˜a−1,b(u¯1, v¯) (4.13)
− h(u¯1, u1)
−1
b∑
j=1
λ˜2(vj) g(u1, vj) f(u¯1, vj) f(v¯j , vj) T˜13(u1) Φ˜a−1,b−1(u¯1, v¯j).
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Proof: The proof goes along the same line as for proposition 4.1, taking into account the
difference between the gradings and the normalisation factor, which now depends on u¯. For
instance, the exchange relation (4.5) now reads
T˜22(x) T˜2k(y) = g(y, x) T˜2k(x)T˜22(y) + f(x, y) T˜2k(y)T˜22(x). (4.14)

5 Second recursion formula for Y (2|1) and Y (1|2) BVs
To get the second recursion formula, one needs to use the morphism ϕ defined in section 2.3.
To clarify the presentation, we use the following notation:
Y (2|1) → Y (1|2) Y (1|2) → Y (2|1)
ϕ :

T12(u) → −T˜23(u)
T23(u) → T˜12(u)
T13(u) → T˜13(u)
λ2(u) → −λ˜2(u)
and ϕ˜ :

T˜12(u) → T23(u)
T˜23(u) → −T12(u)
T˜13(u) → T13(u)
λ˜2(u) → −λ2(u)
(5.1)
where we have explicitly written the image of the generators needed in the following.
Lemma 5.1. The isomorphisms ϕ and ϕ˜ provide the following relations between Y (1|2) BVs
and Y (2|1) ones:
ϕ
(
Φab(u¯, v¯)
)
= Φ˜ba(v¯, u¯) and ϕ˜
(
Φ˜ab(u¯, v¯)
)
= Φba(v¯, u¯). (5.2)
Proof: We start with an on-shell BV of Y (1|2) and apply ϕ˜ to the equality (3.16), written
in Y (1|2). Since ϕ˜ is compatible with the supertrace, one has ϕ˜(t˜(z)) = t(z). This shows that
ϕ˜
(
Φ˜ab(u¯, v¯)
)
is an eigenvector of t(z) in Y (2|1). Acting with ϕ˜ on the relations (3.11), and using
(5.1), it shows that it is proportional to Φba(v¯, u¯). In the same way, we show that ϕ
(
Φab(u¯, v¯)
)
is proportional to Φ˜ba(v¯, u¯).
To fix the normalisation in equality (5.2), we consider a specific coefficient in the super-trace
formula. To get this coefficient, we will use
In Y (2|1) : str(T (u) E21) = T12(u) ; str(T (u) E32) = −T23(u) (5.3)
In Y (1|2) : str(T˜ (u) E21) = −T˜12(u) ; str(T˜ (u) E32) = −T˜23(u). (5.4)
Considering (3.2) written in Y (2|1), the coefficient of T12(u¯)T23(v¯) in Φab(u¯, v¯) is H(v¯)
−1.
Through the action of ϕ, it provides a term (−1)a T˜23(u¯) T˜12(v¯). To get the corresponding
term in Φ˜ab(u¯, v¯), we use the relation (2.8) to rewrite (4.13) as
Φ˜a,b(u¯, v¯) =
(−1)a
H(u¯)
str1···a+b
[
R1...a+b T˜a+1(v1) · · · T˜a+b(vb)T˜1(u1) · · · T˜a(ua)
× E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
]
Ω . (5.5)
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Then the coefficient of T˜23(u¯) T˜12(v¯) in Φ˜ba(v¯, u¯) is (−1)
aH(v¯)−1, leading to the first relation in
(5.2).
Finally, the coefficient of T˜12(u¯) T˜23(v¯) in Φ˜ab(u¯, v¯) is (−1)
bH(u¯)−1, which, using ϕ˜, is sent to
H(u¯)−1 T23(u¯)T12(v¯). The comparison with the coefficient of T23(u¯)T12(v¯) in Φba(v¯, u¯), which
is H(u¯)−1, obtained from (5.5), provides the second relation of (5.2). 
Proposition 5.1. The Y (2|1) Bethe vectors obey the following recursion relation:
Φab(u¯, v¯) = h(v¯1, v1)
−1 T23(v1)Φa,b−1(u¯, v¯1) (5.6)
+ h(v¯1, v1)
−1
a∑
j=1
λ2(uj) g(v1, uj) f(v¯1, uj) f(u¯j, uj)T13(v1)Φa−1,b−1(u¯j, v¯1).
The Y (1|2) Bethe vectors obey the following recursion relation:
Φ˜ab(u¯, v¯) = −T˜23(v1) Φ˜a,b−1(u¯, v¯1)
−
a∑
j=1
λ˜2(uj) g(uj , v1) f(uj , v¯1) g(u¯j , uj) T˜13(v1) Φ˜a−1,b−1(u¯j , v¯1).
Proof: One starts with the recursion formula for Y (1|2) BVs, as given in proposition 4.2 and
rewritten as
Φ˜ba(v¯, u¯) = h(v¯1, v1)
−1 T˜12(v1) Φ˜b−1,a(v¯1, u¯) (5.7)
− h(v¯1, v1)
−1
a∑
j=1
λ˜2(uj) g(v1, uj) f(v¯1, uj) f(u¯j , uj) T˜13(v1) Φ˜a−1,b−1(v¯1, u¯j) .
Now, applying the isomorphism ϕ, we get (5.6).
In the same way, starting from (4.1) written for Φba(v¯, u¯) and applying ϕ˜, we get (5.7). 
Note that applying again the morphism ϕ (resp. ϕ˜) on relation (5.6) (resp. (5.7)), one gets
back to the recursion relation (4.13) (resp. (4.1)).
6 Dual Bethe vectors
Using the antimorphism ψ, one can map BVs into dual BVs, that are left-eigenvectors of the
transfer matrix (when on-shell). Again, to lighten the presentation, we focus on Y (2|1) and
Y (1|2) BVs, but the technique applies also to the Y (m|n) case. We define the dual Bethe
vectors as
Ψab(u¯, v¯) = ψ
(
Φab(u¯
∗, v¯∗)
)
. (6.1)
Recall that for any set w¯ = {w1, w2, ..., wa}, we define its conjugate set as w¯∗ = {wa, ..., w2, w1}.
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6.1 Supertrace formula
Proposition 6.1. The Y (2|1) dual BVs admit the following super-trace expression:
Ψab(u¯, v¯) =
(−1)b(b−1)/2
H(v¯∗)
Ω† str1···a+b
[
T1(u1) · · · Ta(ua)Ta+1(v1) · · ·Ta+b(vb)R1...a+b
× E
(1)
12 · · ·E
(a)
12 E
(a+1)
23 · · ·E
(a+b)
23
]
(6.2)
where we noted ψ(Ω) = Ω† and
H(v¯∗) =
∏
1≤j<k≤b
h(vj , vk). (6.3)
In the same way, Y (1|2) dual BVs admit the following super-trace expression:
Ψ˜ab(u¯, v¯) =
(−1)a(a−1)/2
H(u¯∗)
Ω˜† str1···a+b
[
T˜1(u1) · · · T˜a(ua)T˜a+1(v1) · · · T˜a+b(vb)R1...a+b
× E
(1)
12 · · ·E
(a)
12 E
(a+1)
23 · · ·E
(a+b)
23
]
(6.4)
with ψ˜(Ω˜) = Ω˜†.
Proof: Applying ψ to the expression (3.2), one gets
Ψab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) =
(−1)b
H(v¯)
Ω† str1···a+b
[
ψ
(
Ta+b(vb)
)
· · ·ψ
(
Ta+1(v1)
)
ψ
(
Ta(ua)
)
· · ·ψ
(
T1(u1)
)
R1...a+b
× E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
]
(6.5)
=
(−1)b
H(v¯)
Ω† str1···a+b
[
Ta+b(vb)
t · · ·Ta+1(v1)
t Ta(ua)
t · · ·T1(u1)
t
R1...a+b
× E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
]
(6.6)
=
(−1)b
H(v¯)
Ω† str1···a+b
[(
Ta+b(vb) · · · Ta+1(v1)Ta(ua) · · · T1(u1)
)t1···ta+b
R1...a+b
× E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
]
(6.7)
=
(−1)b
H(v¯)
Ω† str1···a+b
[
Ta+b(vb) · · · Ta+1(v1)Ta(ua) · · ·T1(u1)
×
(
R1...a+b E
(1)
21 · · ·E
(a)
21 E
(a+1)
32 · · ·E
(a+b)
32
)t31···t3a+b]
, (6.8)
where to get the last step we have used relation (2.5) for the cube of the transposition (·)t
3
and
the fact that (·)t
4
= id. Then, using Et
3
21 = E12 and E
t3
32 = −E23, we get
H(v¯)Ψab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) = Ω† str1···a+b
[
Ta+b(vb) · · · Ta+1(v1)Ta(ua) · · · T1(u1)
×E
(1)
12 · · ·E
(a)
12 E
(a+1)
23 · · ·E
(a+b)
23 R
t31···t
3
a+b
1...a+b
]
. (6.9)
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Now, relabeling the spaces (1, 2, ..., a) to (a, ..., 2, 1) and (a+ 1, a+ 2, ..., a + b) to (a+ b, ..., a+
2, a + 1), and the Bethe parameters accordingly, we get
H(v¯∗)Ψab(u¯, v¯) = Ω
† str1···a+b
[
Ta+1(v1) · · · Ta+b(vb)T1(u1) · · ·Ta(ua)
×E
(a)
12 · · ·E
(1)
12 E
(a+b)
23 · · ·E
(a+1)
23 R
t31···t
3
a+b
a...1,a+b...a+1
]
(6.10)
= Ω† str1···a+b
[
R1...a+bTa+1(v1) · · · Ta+b(vb)T1(u1) · · · Ta(ua)
×E
(a)
12 · · ·E
(1)
12 E
(a+b)
23 · · ·E
(a+1)
23
]
, (6.11)
where in the last step we have used the property R
t31···t
3
a+b
a...1,a+b...a+1 = R1...a+b and cyclicity of the
super-trace. Notice that H(v¯) and H(v¯∗) are not equal: compare the definition (3.3) of H(v¯)
with (6.3).
Finally, using repetitively relation (2.8), one proves that
R1...a+bTa+1(v1) · · ·Ta+b(vb)T1(u1) · · · Ta(ua) = T1(u1) · · · Ta(ua)Ta+1(v1) · · · Ta+b(vb)R1...a+b
and one gets (6.2) after reordering the tensor product E
(a)
12 · · ·E
(1)
12 E
(a+b)
23 · · ·E
(a+1)
23 . The same
calculation starting from (4.12), with now Et
3
21 = −E12 and E
t3
32 = E23, leads to (6.4). 
6.2 Recursion formulas
Proposition 6.2. The Y (2|1) dual BVs obey the following recursion relations
Ψab(u¯, v¯) = Ψa−1,b(u¯a, v¯)T21(ua)
+ (−1)b−1
b∑
j=1
λ2(vj) g(vj , ua) f(vj , u¯a) g(v¯j , vj)Ψa−1,b−1(u¯a, v¯j)T31(ua), (6.12)
Ψab(u¯, v¯) = (−1)
b−1 h(v¯b, vb)
−1Ψa,b−1(u¯, v¯b)T32(vb) (6.13)
+ (−1)b−1 h(v¯b, vb)
−1
a∑
j=1
λ2(uj) g(vb, uj) f(v¯b, uj) f(u¯j , uj)Ψa−1,b−1(u¯j, v¯b)T31(vb).
The Y (1|2) dual BVs obey the following recursion relations
Ψ˜ab(u¯, v¯) = (−1)
a−1 h(u¯a, ua)
−1 Ψ˜a−1,b(u¯a, v¯) T˜21(ua) (6.14)
− (−1)a−1 h(u¯a, ua)
−1
b∑
j=1
λ˜2(vj) g(ua, vj) f(u¯a, vj) f(v¯j , vj) Ψ˜a−1,b−1(u¯a, v¯j) T˜31(ua),
Ψ˜ab(u¯, v¯) = −Ψ˜a,b−1(u¯, v¯b) T˜32(vb) (6.15)
− (−1)a−1
a∑
j=1
λ˜2(uj) g(uj , vb) f(uj , v¯b)g(u¯j , uj) Ψ˜a−1,b−1(u¯j , v¯b) T˜31(vb).
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Proof: Applying ψ to the relation (4.1), we get
Ψab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) = Ψa−1,b(u¯
∗
1, v¯
∗)T21(u1)
+
b∑
j=1
(−1)b−1 λ2(vj) g(vj , u1) f(vj, u¯1)g(v¯j , vj)Ψa−1,b−1(u¯
∗
1, v¯
∗
j )T31(u1)(6.16)
where u¯∗1 is the conjugate of the set u¯1 and we remind that ψ acts as
ψ
(
T12(u)
)
= T21(u) , ψ
(
T23(u)
)
= T32(u) , ψ
(
T13(u)
)
= T31(u) .
Now, we set k = b+ 1− j, to get
Ψab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) = Ψa−1,b(u¯
∗
1, v¯
∗)T21(u1) +
b∑
k=1
(−1)b−1 λ2(vb+1−k) g(vb+1−k, u1) f(vb+1−k, u¯1)
× g(v¯b+1−k, vb+1−k)Ψa−1,b−1(u¯
∗
1, v¯
∗
b+1−k)T31(u1). (6.17)
Finally, to get relation (6.12), one relabels the Bethe parameters as v′j = vb+1−j and u
′
j = ua+1−j .
The proof for relation (6.13) follows the same lines. Relations (6.14) and (6.15) are proven
the same way, taking into account the different Z2-grading. 
6.3 Morphisms on dual vectors
To be complete, we also provide relations between BVs and dual BVs. As usual, Φ and Ψ refer
to Y (2|1) while Φ˜ and Ψ˜ correspond to Y (1|2).
Lemma 6.1. We have the following relations
ψ(Ψab(u¯, v¯)) = Φab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) , ψ˜(Ψ˜ab(u¯, v¯)) = Φ˜ab(u¯
∗, v¯∗) (6.18)
ϕ(Ψab(u¯, v¯)) = Ψ˜ba(v¯, u¯) , ϕ˜(Ψ˜ab(u¯, v¯)) = Ψba(v¯, u¯). (6.19)
Proof: Relations (6.18) and (6.19) are a direct consequence of lemma 2.1. For instance
ϕ(Ψab(u¯, v¯)) = ϕ ◦ ψ(Φab(u¯
∗, v¯∗)) = ψ˜ ◦ ϕ(Φab(u¯
∗, v¯∗)) = ψ˜(Φ˜ba(v¯
∗, u¯∗)) = Ψ˜ba(v¯, u¯). (6.20)
The remaining relations are proven the same way. 
7 Explicit expressions for Y (2|1) Bethe vectors
From the recursion formulas, one can deduce explicit expressions for BVs and dual BVs. This
section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition:
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Proposition 7.1. In Y (2|1) the Bethe vectors admit the two following explicit expressions
Φa,b(u¯, v¯) =
∑
g(v¯I, u¯I) f(u¯I, u¯II) g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯I, u¯I) T13(u¯I)T12(u¯II)T23(v¯II)λ2(v¯I)Ω, (7.1)
Φa,b(u¯, v¯) =
∑
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I) f(u¯I, u¯II) g(v¯II, v¯I) T13(v¯I)T23(v¯II)T12(u¯II)λ2(u¯I)Ω. (7.2)
where we have introduced the notation (for #u¯ = #v¯ = ℓ):
T23(v¯) =
1
H(v¯)
→∏
1≤j≤ℓ
T23(vj) and T13(v¯) =
1
H(v¯)
→∏
1≤j≤ℓ
T13(vj), (7.3)
Kℓ(v¯|u¯) = ∆ℓ(v¯)∆
′
ℓ(u¯)h(v¯, u¯) det
ℓ
(
g(vj , uk)
h(vj , uk)
)
(7.4)
∆ℓ(v¯) =
∏
ℓ≥j>k≥1
g(vj , vk) , ∆
′
ℓ(u¯) =
∏
ℓ≥j>k≥1
g(uk, uj). (7.5)
In relations (7.1) and (7.2), the sum is taken over partitions v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯⇒ {u¯I, u¯II}
with the restriction #u¯I = #v¯I = ℓ, ℓ = 0, 1, ..,min(a, b).
Actually, we will prove a property which is slightly more general. Define
Xa,b(u¯, v¯) =
∑
g(v¯I, u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯I, u¯I) T13(u¯I)T12(u¯II)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I). (7.6)
The indices a, b in Xa,b(u¯, v¯) indicate that #u¯ = a and #v¯ = b and the sum is taken over
partitions v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} with the restriction #u¯I = #v¯I.
We are going to prove that the operator Xa,b(u¯, v¯) satisfies a recursion
Xa,b(u¯, v¯) = T12(ua)Xa−1,b(u¯a, v¯)
+
b∑
j=1
g(vj , ua)f(vj, u¯a)g(v¯j , vj)T13(ua)Xa−1,b−1(u¯a, v¯j)T22(vj). (7.7)
Applying this relation on the highest weight vector Ω then shows that Xa,b(u¯, v¯)Ω obeys the
first recursion relation for Φab(u¯, v¯). Since they coincide for a = 0, it proves that they are equal,
so that (7.6) provides the explicit expression (7.1) for Φab(u¯, v¯).
In the same way, starting from
Ya,b(u¯, v¯) =
∑
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯I) T13(v¯I)T23(v¯II)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I), (7.8)
where the sum is taken over partitions v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯ ⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} with the restriction
#u¯I = #v¯I = ℓ, where ℓ = 0, 1, . . . ,min(a, b), we will show that the operator Ya,b(u¯, v¯) satisfies
a recursion
h(v¯, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯) = T23(vb)Ya,b−1(u¯, v¯b)
+
a∑
j=1
g(vb, uj)f(v¯b, uj)f(uj , u¯j)T13(vb)Ya−1,b−1(u¯j , v¯b)T22(uj). (7.9)
Again, application of this relation on Ω will show that Ya,b(u¯, v¯)Ω and Φa,b(u¯, v¯) coincide, and
we get the second explicit expression (7.2) for Φa,b(u¯, v¯).
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7.1 Multiple commutation relations
Before proving the recursion relations for Xa,b(u¯, v¯) and Ya,b(u¯, v¯), we need some formulas for
multiple commutation relations.
Lemma 7.1. Let #u¯ = ℓ. Then, for T13(u¯) defined as in (7.3), we have
T12(v)T13(u¯) = f(u¯, v)T13(u¯)T12(v) +
ℓ∑
k=1
g(v, uk)g(u¯k, uk)T13(v)T13(u¯k)T12(uk), (7.10)
T23(v)T13(u¯) = (−1)
ℓf(u¯, v)T13(u¯)T23(v) +
ℓ∑
k=1
g(uk, v)g(uk , u¯k)T13(v)T13(u¯k)T23(uk). (7.11)
Proof: We have from the RTT -relation:
T12(v)T13(u) = f(u, v)T13(u)T12(v) + g(v, u)T13(v)T12(u). (7.12)
Then we consider the case of one operator T12(v) and ℓ operators T13(uk). We use the standard
approach of the algebraic Bethe ansatz. It is clear that
T12(v)T13(u¯) = ΛT13(u¯)T12(v) +
ℓ∑
k=1
ΛkT13(v)T13(u¯k)T12(uk), (7.13)
where Λ and Λk are some rational coefficients. In order to find Λ one should ignore the second
term in the r.h.s. of (7.12). Then
Λ = f(u¯, v). (7.14)
Now let us find Λk. Due to the symmetry of T13(u¯) over u¯ it is enough to find Λ1 only. We
have
T12(v)T13(u¯) = T12(v)
T13(u1) . . . T13(uℓ)∏
ℓ≥j>k≥1 h(uj , uk)
(7.15)
= g(v, u1)
T13(v)T12(u1)T13(u2) . . . T13(uℓ)∏
ℓ≥j>k≥1 h(uj , uk)
+ UWT, (7.16)
where UWT means unwanted terms. Then the operator T12(u1) should move to the right keeping
its argument, what gives us
T12(v)T13(u¯) = g(v, u1)f(u¯1, u1)
T13(v)T13(u2) . . . T13(uℓ)∏
ℓ≥j>k≥1 h(uj , uk)
T12(u1) + UWT (7.17)
= g(v, u1)g(u¯1, u1)T13(v)T13(u¯1)T12(u1) + UWT. (7.18)
Thus, we obtain
Λ1 = g(v, u1)g(u¯1, u1), (7.19)
and, hence,
Λk = g(v, uk)g(u¯k, uk). (7.20)
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Thus, we get (7.10).
In the same way, starting from the RTT -relation
T23(v)T13(u) = −f(u, v)T13(u)T23(v)− g(v, u)T13(v)T23(u), (7.21)
similar considerations show relation (7.11). 
7.2 Proof of the recursion for Xa,b(u¯, v¯)
Here we prove that Xa,b(u¯, v¯) defined by (7.6) satisfies the recursion (7.7).
Acting with T12(ua) onto Xa−1,b(u¯a; v¯) we should move T12(ua) through the product T13(u¯I).
For this we can use (7.13). It is convenient to rewrite it in the following form:
T12(v)T13(u¯) = f(u¯, v)T13(u¯)T12(v) +
∑
g(v, ui)g(u¯ii, ui)T13(v)T13(u¯ii)T12(ui), (7.22)
where the sum is taken over partitions u¯ ⇒ {ui, u¯ii} with #ui = 1 (therefore we do not write
bar for this subset). Let us call the first term in the r.h.s. of (7.22) direct action, while the
remaining sum over partitions is called indirect action.
We have
T12(ua)Xa−1,b(u¯a; v¯) =M1 + T13(ua)M2, (7.23)
whereM1 andM2 respectively correspond to the direct and indirect actions of T12(ua). Consider
first the contribution M1. We have
M1 =
∑
g(v¯I, u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯I, u¯I)f(u¯I, ua) T13(u¯I)T12(u¯II)T12(ua)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I).
(7.24)
Here the sum is taken over partitions u¯a ⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} and v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} with #v¯I = #u¯I. Recall
also that u¯a = u¯ \ {ua}. Denoting {u¯II, ua} = u¯II′ we obtain
M1 =
∑
ua∈u¯II′
g(v¯I, u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II′)g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯I, u¯I) T13(u¯I)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I), (7.25)
where now the sum is taken over partitions u¯⇒ {u¯I, u¯II′} and v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} with #v¯I = #u¯I and
an additional restriction ua ∈ u¯II′ . Clearly, if the ignore the latest restriction, then we obtain
Xa,b(u¯, v¯). Therefore
M1 = Xa,b(u¯, v¯)−
∑
ua∈u¯I
g(v¯I, u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II′)g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯I, u¯I) T13(u¯I)T12(u¯II)T23(v¯II′)T22(v¯I), (7.26)
where now the restriction is ua ∈ u¯I. Setting u¯I = {ua, u¯ii}, we obtain
M1 −Xa,b(u¯, v¯) = −
∑
g(v¯I, u¯ii)g(v¯I, ua)f(ua, u¯II′)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)g(v¯II, v¯I)
× h(ua, u¯ii)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)T13(ua)T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I), (7.27)
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where we have extracted explicitly T13(ua) from the product T13(u¯I). Then we recast (7.27) as
follows
M1 −Xa,b(u¯, v¯) = −T13(ua)f(ua, u¯a)
∑
g(v¯I, u¯ii)
g(v¯I, ua)
g(ua, u¯ii)
f(u¯ii, u¯II′)g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)
× T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I). (7.28)
The sum is taken over partitions u¯a ⇒ {u¯ii, u¯II′} and v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} with #v¯I = #u¯ii + 1.
The final step of the transformations of M1 is to develop the ratio g(v¯I, ua)/g(ua, u¯ii) over
the poles at ua = vi ∈ v¯I:
g(v¯I, ua)
g(ua, u¯ii)
=
∑
g(vi, ua)
g(v¯ii, vi)
g(vi, u¯ii)
. (7.29)
Here the sum is taken over partitions v¯I ⇒ {vi, v¯ii}, where vi consists of one element. Substituting
this into (7.27) and setting there v¯I = {vi, v¯ii} we obtain
M1 −Xa,b(u¯, v¯) = −T13(ua)f(ua, u¯a)
∑
g(vi, ua)g(v¯ii, u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)
× g(v¯II, v¯ii)g(v¯II, vi)g(v¯ii, vi)T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯ii)T22(vi). (7.30)
This is the final expression for the contribution M1. The sum is organized as follows. The set u¯a
is divided into two subsets u¯a ⇒ {u¯ii, u¯II′}. The set v¯ is divided into three subsets v¯ ⇒ {vi, v¯ii, v¯II}.
The restrictions are #v¯ii = #u¯ii and #vi = 1.
Consider now the result of the indirect action M2. Using (7.22) we obtain
M2 =
∑
g(v¯I, u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯I) h(u¯I, u¯I)g(ua, ui)g(u¯ii, ui)
× T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II)T12(ui)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I). (7.31)
Here the set u¯a is divided into u¯a ⇒ {u¯I, u¯II}, and then the subset u¯I is divided once more
u¯I ⇒ {ui, u¯ii}, where ui consists of only one element.
Let {u¯i, u¯II} = u¯II′ . Then we can recast (7.31) as follows:
M2 =
∑ g(v¯I, ui)
g(ui, u¯ii)
g(v¯I, u¯ii)f(ui, u¯0)g(ua, ui)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)
× T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯I), (7.32)
where we also substituted u¯I = {ui, u¯ii} and set u¯0 = u¯a \ {ui}. Now we again develop the ratio
g(v¯I, ui)/g(ui, u¯ii) over the poles:
g(v¯I, ui)
g(ui, u¯ii)
=
∑
g(vi, ui)
g(v¯ii, vi)
g(vi, u¯ii)
, (7.33)
where the sum is taken over partitions v¯I ⇒ {vi, v¯ii}, and vi consists of one element only. Then
(7.32) takes the form
M2 =
∑[
g(ua, ui)g(vi, ui)f(ui, u¯0)
]
g(v¯ii, u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)
× g(v¯ii, vi)g(v¯II, vi)g(v¯II, v¯ii)T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯ii)T22(vi). (7.34)
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Here the sum is taken over partitions u¯a ⇒ {ui, u¯ii, u¯II′} and v¯ ⇒ {vi, v¯ii, v¯II} with the restrictions
#v¯ii = #u¯ii and #vi = #ui = 1. The sum over ui (see the terms in the square brackets in (7.34))
can be computed via a special contour integral. Let∑
ui∈u¯a
f(ui, u¯0)g(ua, ui)g(vi, ui) = J. (7.35)
Consider an integral
I =
c
2πi
∮
|z|=R→∞
dz
(ua − z)(vi − z)
a−1∏
k=1
z − uk + c
z − uk
, (7.36)
where the integration contour is |z| = R→∞. Obviously, I = 0, because the integrand behaves
as z−2 at |z| → ∞. On the other hand, this integral is equal to the sum of residues within
the integration contour. The sum of the residues in the poles z = uk gives J . Two additional
contributions come from the poles at z = ua and z = vi. Thus, we obtain
0 = J − g(vi, ua)f(ua, u¯a)− g(vi, ua)f(vi, u¯a). (7.37)
Substituting this into (7.34) we find
M2 =
∑
g(vi, ua)
{
f(ua, u¯a)− f(vi, u¯a)
}
g(v¯ii, u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)
× g(v¯ii, vi)g(v¯II, vi)g(v¯II, v¯ii)T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯ii)T22(vi). (7.38)
We see that the first term in the braces cancels the contribution (7.30). Thus, we arrive at
T12(ua)Xa−1,b(u¯a, v¯)−Xa,b(u¯, v¯) = −T13(ua)
∑
g(v¯ii, u¯ii)g(vi, ua)f(vi, u¯a)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)h(u¯ii, u¯ii)
× g(v¯ii, vi)g(v¯II, vi)g(v¯II, v¯ii) T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯ii)T22(vi). (7.39)
Here the sum is taken over partitions u¯a ⇒ {u¯ii, u¯II′} and v¯ ⇒ {vi, v¯ii, v¯II} with the restrictions
#v¯ii = #u¯ii and #vi = 1. Let v¯0 = v¯ \ {vi} = {v¯ii, v¯II}. Then (7.39) takes the form
T12(ua)Xa−1,b(u¯a, v¯)−Xa,b(u¯, v¯) = −T13(ua)
∑
g(vi, ua)f(vi, u¯a)g(v¯0, vi)
×
{
g(v¯ii, u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II′)g(v¯II, v¯ii)h(u¯ii, u¯ii) T13(u¯ii)T12(u¯II′)T23(v¯II)T22(v¯ii)
}
T22(vi). (7.40)
The sum over partitions in the braces evidently gives Xa−1,b−1(u¯a, v¯i), and we finally obtain
T12(ua)Xa−1,b(u¯a, v¯) = Xa,b(u¯, v¯)−
∑
g(vi, ua)f(vi, u¯a)g(v¯0, vi)T13(ua)Xa−1,b−1(u¯a, v¯i)T22(vi).
(7.41)
This is exactly the recursion that we need.
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7.3 Proof of the recursion for Ya,b(u¯, v¯)
The proof if very similar to the one given in section 7.2. Now we should multiply the operator
Ya,b−1(u¯, v¯b) by T23(vb) from the left and move T23(vb) through the product T13(v¯I). The result
can be written as a sum of two terms:
T23(vb)Ya,b−1(u¯, v¯b) =M1 + T13(vb)M2. (7.42)
Here the contributions M1 and M2 respectively correspond to the first and the second terms in
the action (7.11). Consider the first contribution
M1 =
∑
(−1)ℓKℓ(v¯I|u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯I)f(v¯I, vb) T13(v¯I)T23(vb)T23(v¯II)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I). (7.43)
Here the sum is taken over partitions v¯b ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯ ⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} with the restriction
#u¯I = #v¯I = ℓ. Combining {vb, v¯II} = v¯II′ , we obtain
M1 = h(v¯b, vb)
∑
vb∈v¯II′
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯I) T13(v¯I)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I), (7.44)
where now the sum is taken over partitions of the complete set v¯ into subsets v¯I and v¯II′ . However,
we have the restriction vb ∈ v¯II′ . Obviously, if we get rid of this restriction, then we obtain
h(v¯b, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯). Thus,
M1 − h(v¯b, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯)
= −h(v¯b, vb)
∑
vb∈v¯I
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯I) T13(v¯I)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I). (7.45)
Here the sum over partitions is the same as in (7.44) except that now the restriction is vb ∈ v¯I.
Therefore we can set v¯I = {v¯ii, vb} and develop Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I) over the residues at vb = ui, where
ui ∈ u¯I. Let u¯ii = u¯I \ {ui}. Then
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I) =
∑
g(vb, ui)f(v¯ii, ui)f(ui, u¯ii)Kℓ−1(v¯ii|u¯ii), (7.46)
where the sum is taken over partitions u¯I ⇒ {u¯ii, ui}, and the subset ui consists of one element.
Substituting this into (7.45) we arrive at
M1 − h(v¯b, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯) = −h(v¯b, vb)
∑
g(vb, ui)f(v¯ii, ui)f(ui, u¯ii)Kℓ−1(v¯ii|u¯ii)
× f(u¯ii, u¯II)f(ui, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯ii)g(v¯II′ , vb)
T13(vb)T13(v¯ii)
h(v¯ii, vb)
T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯ii)T22(ui). (7.47)
Here the sum is taken over partitions v¯b ⇒ {v¯ii, v¯II′} and u¯ ⇒ {ui, u¯ii, u¯II} with the restrictions
#u¯ii = #v¯ii = ℓ− 1 and #ui = 1. Setting here u¯0 = u¯ \ {ui} we finally obtain
M1 − h(v¯b, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯) = −T13(vb)
∑
g(vb, ui)f(v¯ii, ui)f(v¯II′ , vb)f(ui, u¯0)
×Kℓ−1(v¯ii|u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯ii) T13(v¯ii)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯ii)T22(ui). (7.48)
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Let us consider now the contribution M2:
M2 =
∑
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯ii)g(vi, vb)g(vi, v¯ii)T13(v¯ii)T23(vi)T23(v¯II)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I),
(7.49)
Here the sum is taken over partitions v¯b ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯ ⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} with the restriction
#u¯I = #v¯I = ℓ, and then the subset v¯I is divided into vi and v¯ii, where vi consists of one
element. The goal is to combine vi and v¯II into subset v¯II′ . For this we first transform (7.49) as
follows:
M2 =
∑
(−1)ℓKℓ({v¯ii, vi}|u¯I)g(v¯0, vi)f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II, v¯ii)T13(v¯ii)T23(vi)T23(v¯II)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I),
(7.50)
where v¯0 = v¯ \ {vi}. Then we introduce v¯II′ = {vi, v¯II} and obtain
M2 =
∑
(−1)ℓKℓ({v¯ii, vi}|u¯I)
g(v¯0, vi)
g(vi, v¯ii)
f(u¯I, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯ii)h(v¯II′ , vi)
× T13(v¯ii)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯I). (7.51)
Now we again develop Kℓ({v¯ii, vi}|u¯I) with respect to the poles at vi = ui, ui ∈ u¯I. This gives us
M2 = −
∑[
g(vi, ui)g(vb, vi)f(v¯II, vi)
]
f(v¯ii, ui)f(ui, u¯0)
×Kℓ−1(v¯ii|u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯ii)T13(v¯ii)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯ii)T22(ui). (7.52)
Here the sum is taken over partitions v¯b ⇒ {vi, v¯ii, v¯II} and u¯⇒ {ui, u¯ii, u¯II} with the restrictions
#u¯ii = #v¯ii = ℓ− 1 and #ui = #vi = 1. Hereby v¯II′ = {vi, v¯II} and we introduced u¯0 = u¯ \ {ui}.
Now we can take the sum over vi (see the terms in the square brackets in (7.52)). Recall
that vi runs through the subset v¯II′ . Therefore, we easily find by means of contour integration∑
vi∈v¯II′
g(vi, ui)g(vb, vi)f(v¯II, vi) = g(vb, ui)
{
f(v¯II′ , ui)− f(v¯II′ , vb)
}
. (7.53)
Hence,
M2 = −
∑
f(v¯ii, ui)f(ui, u¯0)g(vb, ui)
{
f(v¯II′ , ui)− f(v¯II′ , vb)
}
×Kℓ−1(v¯ii|u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯ii)T13(v¯ii)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯ii)T22(ui). (7.54)
Finally, combining (7.54) and (7.48) we arrive at
T23(vb)Ya,b−1(u¯, v¯b)− h(v¯b, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯) = −T13(vb)
∑
g(vb, ui)f(v¯b, ui)f(ui, u¯0)
×
{
Kℓ−1(v¯ii|u¯ii)f(u¯ii, u¯II)g(v¯II′ , v¯ii)T13(v¯ii)T23(v¯II′)T12(u¯II)T22(u¯ii)
}
T22(ui). (7.55)
The sum in the r.h.s. is organized as follows. First we divide the set u¯ into subset ui (with
#ui = 1) and the complementary subset u¯0. Then the have additional partitions u¯0 ⇒ {u¯ii, u¯II}
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and v¯b ⇒ {v¯ii, v¯II′} with #u¯ii = #v¯ii = ℓ − 1 (see the terms in the braces in the second line of
(7.55)). Clearly the sum over these partitions gives Ya−1,b−1(u¯0, v¯b), and we arrive at
T23(vb)Ya,b−1(u¯, v¯b)− h(v¯b, vb)Ya,b(u¯, v¯)
= −
∑
g(vb, ui)f(v¯b, ui)f(ui, u¯0)T13(vb)Ya−1,b−1(u¯0, v¯b)T22(ui), (7.56)
which gives us the recursion (7.9).
8 Expressions for Y (1|2) Bethe vectors and dual Bethe vectors
Once we have explicit expressions for Bethe vectors in Y (2|1), the morphisms ϕ, ψ and ψ˜ allow
us to get explicit expressions for the remaining (dual) Bethe vectors, as detailed in the following
propositions.
Proposition 8.1. In Y (1|2) the Bethe vectors have the two following explicit expressions
Φ˜a,b(u¯, v¯) =
∑
(−1)b g(u¯I, v¯I) f(v¯I, v¯II) g(u¯II, u¯I)h(v¯I, v¯I) T˜13(v¯I) T˜23(v¯II) T˜12(u¯II) λ˜2(u¯I) Ω˜,
(8.1)
Φ˜a,b(u¯, v¯) =
∑
(−1)bKℓ(u¯I|v¯I) f(v¯I, v¯II) g(u¯II, u¯I) T˜13(u¯I) T˜12(u¯II) T˜23(v¯II) λ˜2(v¯I) Ω˜. (8.2)
In relations (8.1) and (8.2), the sum is taken over partitions v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} with
the restriction #u¯I = #v¯I = ℓ, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ min(a, b). We have also introduced (for #z¯ = k)
T˜12(z¯) =
1
H(z¯)
→∏
1≤j≤k
T˜12(zj) and T˜13(z¯) =
1
H(z¯)
→∏
1≤j≤k
T˜13(zj). (8.3)
Proof: We obtain the relations by application of ϕ and ϕ˜ to the relations (7.1) and (7.2).
The proof is similar to the ones of section 5. 
Proposition 8.2. In Y (2|1), the dual Bethe vectors Ψab(u¯, v¯) comply the following explicit
expressions:
Ψa,b(u¯, v¯) = Ω
† (−1)(b−1)b/2
∑
g(v¯I, u¯I) f(u¯I, u¯II) g(v¯II, v¯I)h(u¯I, u¯I)λ2(v¯I)T32(v¯II)T21(u¯II)T31(u¯I),
(8.4)
Ψa,b(u¯, v¯) = Ω
† (−1)(b−1)b/2
∑
Kℓ(v¯I|u¯I) f(u¯I, u¯II) g(v¯II, v¯I)λ2(u¯I)T21(u¯II)T32(v¯II)T31(v¯I), (8.5)
In Y (1|2), the dual Bethe vectors Ψ˜ab(u¯, v¯) have the following explicit expressions:
Ψ˜a,b(u¯, v¯) = Ω˜
† (−1)b+(a−1)a/2
∑
g(u¯I, v¯I) f(v¯I, v¯II) g(u¯II, u¯I)h(v¯I, v¯I) λ˜2(u¯I)
× T˜21(u¯II) T˜32(v¯II) T˜31(v¯I) (8.6)
Ψ˜a,b(u¯, v¯) = Ω˜
† (−1)b+(a−1)a/2
∑
Kℓ(u¯I|v¯I) f(v¯I, v¯II) g(u¯II, u¯I) λ˜2(v¯I)
× T˜32(v¯II) T˜21(u¯II) T˜31(u¯I) . (8.7)
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Again, the sums are taken over partitions v¯ ⇒ {v¯I, v¯II} and u¯ ⇒ {u¯I, u¯II} with the restriction
0 ≤ #u¯I = #v¯I = ℓ ≤ min(a, b). We have introduced
T32(v¯) =
1
H(v¯∗)
→∏
1≤j≤ℓ
T32(vj) , T31(v¯) =
1
H(v¯∗)
→∏
1≤j≤ℓ
T31(vj), (8.8)
T˜21(u¯) =
1
H(u¯∗)
→∏
1≤j≤ℓ
T˜21(uj) and T˜31(u¯) =
1
H(u¯∗)
→∏
1≤j≤ℓ
T˜31(uj). (8.9)
Proof: To get (8.4) and (8.5), we apply the antimorphism ψ to the explicit expressions of
BVs (7.1) and (7.2). Expressions (8.6) and (8.7) are obtained from (8.1) and (8.2) with the use
of ψ˜. The proof is similar to the ones of section 6. In particular, it makes appear H(v¯∗) for the
definition of e.g. T32(v¯), as in the super-trace formula for dual Bethe vectors. 
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